
The Great
Jung1e Race.

Representative photo of Jeremiah's landing

Recently Jeremiah, our colleague and
mission ary pilot was especially excited for a
flight he was taking to a village near Angel
Creek in Brazil. The special occasion was
that he was taking the New Testament to a
certain village at !ast! This people group
already had bits and pieces of God's Word,
but now for the first time, the whole New
Testament was ready in their language.
Jeremiah knew the believers in the village
would be thrilled about this long-awaited
precious cargo.

Two weeks prior to the flight, Jeremiah was in the city with two men from this village. The men offered
to run ahead to the village to tellthe people that God's Word would soon be arriving via helicopter.
They knew that the people would want to celebrate this special occasion with fanfare and needed time
to prepare. So the men set off through the jungle to get there before Jeremiah arrived.

Two weeks later, as arranged, the mission's new R66 helicopter landed in the village. Yet when
Jeremiah got out qfjhq helr_cqptef-_he Saw ofly sulpliseQ_faces, Jergmiah s_o_oplgqlize_d that no one
knew he was coming! Turns out that even with a 2 WEEK HEAD START, the skilled jungle runners
were still making their way to the village. Compare that with the relatively quick hop for the helicopter!
And of course, the helicopter was carrying hundreds of pounds of cargo too! Jeremiah quickly
explained the occasion to the villagers, and a celebration began in short order. Then about two hours
later, at last, the breathless runners arrived and joined in the excitement!

Sbmetimes even WE get so used to missionary aviation that we forget how just how far and hard it is to
reach villages like this one without it! But stories like this one remind us just what a difference these
tiny airplanes and helicopters make. They cut down on distances and obstacles. And to God's glory
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they make it possible to reach the hearts of countless who
otherwise might never hear the Good News of Jesus. Thank
you for your part in making that possible!

Hanger Happenings,
Things have really been bustling here in the hangar! That's
because 10 families have arrived for our pre-field orientation
course. This is the course that prepares pilots and mechanics
to serve overseas through missionary aviation. For the next
several months, they will be flying our aircraft and working on
maintenance projects on our fleet. One family even came all
the way from South Korea to participate in the course with the
plan of serving in Papua New Guinea once they are finished.
For this training course to happen smoothly, all of our aircraft
must be in excellent shape. So prior to the start of the course,
Jeyson leads a team getting one of our planes ready. Now that
the training has started, Jeyson will be helping with the hands-
on maintenance training of the mechanics. lt will be exciting to
see the pilots and mechanics progress in their skills as they
prepare to serve around the world.

On the *X*rxg,*,x*nt.,
This year has been a very different one for us as a family as I

complete nursing school. I love everything I am learning, but it
has also been very challenging to juggle both school and home.
We are very grateful to have Jeyson's parents staying with us to
help while they are on furlough! Not only has their visit been a

blessing for me to be able to
study, but the kids are making
precious memories with their
grandparents. As a bonus, it has
been a great way for the kids to
keep up their Portuguese since
that is the language they speak
with Jeyson's parents. Please
pray for God's grace on our family
in this unusual year and for me to
finish my course strong. I am
expected to graduate in July.
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